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Organic semiconductors are characterized by localized states whose energies

are predominantly determined by electrostatic interactions with their

immediate molecular environment. As a result, the details of the energy

landscape at heterojunctions between different organic semiconductors

cannot simply be deduced from those of the individual semiconductors, and

they have so far remained largely unexplored. Here, microelectrostatic

computations are performed to clarify the nature of the electronic structure

and geminate pair energetics at the pentacene/C60 interface, as archetype for

an interface between a donor molecule and a fullerene electron acceptor. The

size and orientation of the molecular quadrupole moments, determined by

material choice, crystal orientation, and thermodynamic growth parameters

of the semiconductors, dominate the interface energetics. Not only do

quadrupoles produce direct electrostatic interactions with charge carriers,

but, in addition, the discontinuity of the quadrupole field at the interface

induces permanent interface dipoles. That discontinuity is particularly

striking for an interface with C60 molecules, which by virtue of their symmetry

possess no quadrupole. Consequently, at a pentacene/C60 interface, both the

vacuum-level shift and geminate pair dissociation critically depend on the

orientation of the pentacene p-system relative to the adjacent C60.
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1. Introduction

One of the features differentiating organic
semiconductors from their inorganic coun-
terparts is the localized nature of excess
charge carriers and excited states. Excess
charges and excited states at room tem-
perature can be thought of being localized
on an individual small-molecule or polymer
site, rather than being delocalized as they
are in crystalline silicon.[1] The probability
for an excess charge sitting ononemolecule
to jump to a neighboringmolecule is low in
organic materials, such that those charges
will (mainly electronically) polarize their
environment before havingmade the jump,
resulting in a polaron state. This polaron is
even more unlikely to jump to a neighbor-
ing site since the charge is now dressed by
its polarized environment. The polaron is
therefore the relevant charge transport
species which determines the energy level
for transport of excess charges.[2] Similarly,
absorption of light in organic semiconduc-
tors results in the generation of localized
electronic excitations—referred to as
polaron-excitons—rather than free electron–hole pairs as pro-
duced inmany inorganic semiconductors. Organic optoelectronic
devices such as solar cells take great benefit of interfaces between
different organic semiconductors in order to manipulate excitons
and polarons, amongst others to split the neutral excitons into free
charge carriers. Unfortunately, the exact details of the energetic
landscape near an organic semiconductor hetero-interface, and its
implications for the dynamics of charge dissociation and
recombination, remain largely unexplored.

In pristine organic semiconductors—being small-molecule
materials or polymers—an exciton has a chance to dissociate into
freepolaronsonlywhen it is ‘‘hot’’.[2,3] Excess energy of the exciting
photon can be used to propel the excited electron and hole away
from each other. The unthermalized electron and hole are initially
too fast to polarize their environment andmovewithhighmobility,
but are slowed down by scattering with the matrix until they settle
as polarons. If those polarons have thermalized sufficiently far
from each other to escape their mutual Coulombic attraction, they
are free to travel independently from each other. Many polarons
heim 3809
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will not succeed in doing so, however, and will form a
Coulombically bound geminate pair. Such a ‘‘cold’’ geminate pair
has a much lower probability for dissociation into free polarons,
and may eventually recombine.

Those concepts have been adopted to describe photogeneration
in organic solar cells.[4,5] There, an interface between an electron-
donor and an electron-acceptormaterial is used to greatly enhance
dissociation of excitons (which in general were generated in the
bulk and diffused towards the interface, so that those excitons are
thermalized). An excited electron in the donor can ‘‘tumble’’ down
into the lower-lying electron-transport level of the acceptor (or an
excitedhole in theacceptor can fall into a lower-lyinghole-transport
level of thedonor). Theexcess energy thatneeds tobe spilledbefore
the electron (hole) has thermalized into a polaron with the energy
of the electron- (hole-) transport level of the acceptor (donor) can
again be used to separate both polarons. This process is
increasingly efficient when assisted by an electric field,[2,6] and
is a plausiblemechanism to explain the increasedphotogeneration
efficiency in reverse-biased organic solar cells.[4,7] If the electron in
theacceptor thermalizeswithin the attractionwell of thehole in the
donor material, however, both charge carriers will Coulombically
bind as a geminate pair, localized at the interface. This thermalized
pair is difficult to break.[8] In practice, geminate pair dynamics
(dissociation and recombination) and energetics dominate
open-circuit conditions in organic solar cells.[9–11] Note that for
polymer-based solar cells, reverse-bias conditions are sometimes
interpreted in terms of geminate-pair dissociation instead of hot
exciton dissociation mechanisms.[7] In any case, it is clear that a
more profound understanding of geminate-pair properties will
contribute to better insight into the function, design, and
optimization of organic solar cells.

Similarly to polarons, the energetics and dynamics of geminate
pairs are largely dominated by the electrostatic interactions of
the charges with their surrounding environment. These can be
calculated accurately usingmicro-electrostatic methods.[2,12–15] In
the present work, we will usemicro-electrostatics to give a detailed
energetic description of the pentacene/C60 interface. Pentacene
and C60 are archetypical materials, whose heterojunction forms
a reasonably well-characterized donor–acceptor pair used in
devices.[16–18] Our results provide new insights into the physics of
such organic donor–acceptor interfaces, and most importantly on
geminate pair dissociation at such interfaces.
IE(g)    HOMO

EA(s)

IE(s)
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Enucl relax
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Figure 1. Sketch of relevant interaction energies E between holes (h) or

electrons (e) and quadrupoles (Q), induced dipoles (id), and quadrupole-

induced interface dipoles (QIDs).Those energies determine the difference

between the gas (g) and solid phase (s) electron affinities (EA) and between

the gas and solid phase ionization energies (IE).
2. Results and Discussion

2.1. The Pentacene–C60 Heterojunction

In bulk organic crystals, the transport levels of positive and
negative polarons differ from the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) and lowestunoccupiedmolecular orbital (LUMO)
energy of the molecule in the gas phase, respectively. The main
contribution to this difference comes from electrostatic interac-
tions between the excess charge in the solid phase and the
p-electrons of its surrounding molecules. First of all, dipoles are
induced by the polarization of those neighboring p-orbitals and
stabilize the charge irrespective of its sign. Second, conjugated
molecules such as pentacene feature a quadrupolar charge
� 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & C
distribution with partial positive charges in the plane and negative
p-electronic charges above and below the plane. Those quadru-
poles are present permanently, and the corresponding electro-
statics will either stabilize or destabilize a nearby charge,
depending on its sign and relative position. A last but small
contribution to the difference between gas phase HOMO/LUMO
and the solid phase transport levels stems from the nuclear
relaxation of the charged molecule and its matrix.[2,12] For
pentacene, as well as for several other organic crystals, thismainly
electrostatic model provides a very satisfactory explanation for the
experimentally observed differences between gas phase HOMO
(LUMO) and solid phase hole (electron) transport level ener-
gies.[2,13] Reference [13] compares the electrostatic model used
here with more recent models. Figure 1 sketches relevant
interaction energies. For C60, this electrostatic description has
not been validated yet. Because of its symmetry and closed-shell
electronic structure, the molecular quadrupole moment of C60 is
zero, and the intramolecularnuclear relaxationenergy is very small
(around 0.024 eV).[19] What is left is the charge-induced dipole (or
polarization) energy to bridge the gap between the gas phase
LUMOand theelectron transport level energy.Experimentally, this
gap amounts to 0.95 eV.[20] The present microelectrostatic
calculation yields a value of 0.92 eV for the polarization energy.
After addition of the nuclear relaxation energy (0.024 eV), the
calculated value of 0.944 eV compares well to the experimental
value of 0.95 eV.

At interfaces between two organic semiconductors, the micro-
electrostatic environment is different fromthat in thebulkof anyof
the twoorganic semiconductors. Bothmolecular polarizability and
molecular quadrupole moment will vary abruptly across the
interface. Consequently, both charge-induced dipole and charge-
quadrupole interaction energies are expected to vary near the
interface. Discontinuities in charge-induced dipole interaction
energies are fairly restricted, considering the limiteddifferences in
dielectric constants and hence polarizability in organic materials
(epentacene¼ 3 and eC60¼ 4) as well as the fact that all induced
o. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Funct. Mater. 2009, 19, 3809–3814
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dipoles will always stabilize their inducing charge irrespective of
which side of the interface they are induced. On the other hand,
variations in charge–quadrupole interaction energies can bemore
substantial: molecular quadrupolemoments are clearly present in
most planar aromaticmolecules such as pentacene, yet are zero for
spherical symmetric molecules such as C60. Equally important is
the fact that quadrupoles cannotonly stabilizebut alsodestabilize a
charge, depending on the orientation of the quadrupole relative to
the charge. Abrupt changes inmolecular quadrupolemoment and
its orientation across an interface can therefore significantly
impact its interaction with a charge in the vicinity of the interface.
The impact of the interface on charge-induced dipole and charge–
quadrupole interaction energies will fade out with increasing
distance to the interface, however, until polarons reach their bulk
energies.
2.2. Structure and Calculations

We calculated the charge-induced dipole interaction energy (i.e.,
the polarization energy) as well as the charge–quadrupole
interaction energy for the pentacene/C60 interface. To assess the
impact of molecular orientation near the interface, two different
pentacene surfaces were considered to interface with a C60 (001)
surface: the pentacene (01–1) surface, which is characterized by a
high density of p-orbitals exposed to the surface, and the
pentacene (001) surface, which exposes its C�H bonds to
the surface. While the latter corresponds to the lowest energy
surface of the pentacene equilibrium crystal and is therefore
abundantly present in pentacene crystals and grains,[21] the former
surface was chosen to highlight the impact of p-orbitals on
interfacial processes. The interfaces were assembled by optimiz-
ing the interfacial energy of two approaching rigid crystal surfaces
using the molecular mechanics MM3 force field. The assemblies
are shown in Figure 2. The polarization and charge–quadrupole
interaction energies are plotted in Figure 3. Figure 3 clearly shows
that the interaction energies respondmore vigorously to the (01–1)
interface than to the (001) interface. Intuitively, this is because the
(01–1) exposes its electrostatically ’reactive’ p-orbitals to the
Figure 2. a) the pentacene(001)/C60(001) interface; b) the pentacene(01–1)/C

The dots denote the molecules for which simulation results are shown.

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2009, 19, 3809–3814 � 2009 WILEY-VCH Verl
interface (i.e., itspolarizability andquadrupolemoment),while the
(001) shields its p-orbitals from the interface. Most importantly, it
is seen from Figure 3 that owing to the uncompensated
quadrupoles at the interface, the positive and negative charges
experience an electrostatic potential that is repulsive in the (01–1)
case and attractive in the (001) case. In other words, the interfacial
quadrupolar field is expected to assist charge separation at the
interface with the (01–1) pentacene crystal surface while it is
favorable to charge recombination at the interface with the (001)
plane.

In contrast to the early view that the electronic structures of thin
film layers would simply line up, ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS) measurements show that the energy level
alignment of organic/organic interfaces is often controlled by the
formation of an interfacial dipole (as found for metal–organic
layers), resulting in a vacuum-level shift.[22,23] Interfacial dipoles
originate from partial or integer charge transfer from the donor to
the acceptor, or from polarization effects induced by an
asymmetric electronic density distribution over the donor and
the acceptor.[24] In some organic–organic interface systems,
ground state charge transfer was found to be an important factor,
for example in references [13,25,26]. For the present case, however,
quantum-chemical calculations using density functional theory at
the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level rule out any significant ground-state
charge-transfer at the pentacene/C60 model interfaces. Interface
dipoles can be expected as a consequence of the presence of
molecular quadrupoles in pentacene molecules and their absence
inC60molecules. The abrupt imbalance inmolecular quadrupoles
generates an electric field across the interface. This field in turn
polarizes the pentacene and C60 molecules near the interface, that
is, dipoles are induced on those molecules. Since the quadrupoles
are permanent in nature, those quadrupole-induced interface
dipoles (QIDs) are permanent as well. Notice that such
quadrupole-induced dipoles do also formnear surfaces (interfaces
between organic semiconductors and vacuum), leading to a
change in the ionization potential as a function of molecular
packing.[27] The results of micro-electrostatic calculations are
reported in Figure 4, namely the hole–QID interaction energy.
Note that the electron–QID interaction energy (i.e., the vacuum
level shift) is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the hole–
60(001) interface.

ag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
QID interaction (a permanent dipole that
stabilizes a hole will destabilize an electron).

A remarkable difference is noticeable when
comparing the vacuum level shifts of the two
interfaces studied. As a result of the different
orientation of the pentacene molecules relative
to the interface, the sign of the vacuum level
shift reverses when going from the penta-
cene(001)/C60 to the pentacene (01–1)/C60

interfaces. The reversal of the polarity of the
vacuum level shift has been experimentally
observed for the phthalocyanine/C60 interface
as compared to the C60/phthalocyanine inter-
face, that is, upon swapping the deposition
sequence, but has remained unexplained so
far.[28] The present results suggest that for
different deposition sequences, different crys-
tal orientations of the phthalocyanine layer are
obtained with respect to the C60 layer, thus
Weinheim 3811
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Figure 3. a) hole-induced dipole interaction (polarization) energy Eh-id for the pentacene(001)/

C60(001) interface versus distance to the interface; b) hole–quadrupole interaction energy Eh-Q for

the pentacene(001)/C60(001) interface versus distance to the interface; c) hole-induced dipole

interaction energy for the pentacene(01–1)/C60(001) interface; d) hole-quadrupole interaction

energy for the pentacene(01–1)/C60(001) interface. Z-axis as indicated in Figure 2. Negative

energies stabilize the charge; positive energies destabilize the charge. Electron-induced dipole

interaction energies are identical (dipoles induced by a hole will stabilize the hole; dipoles induced

by an electron will have the same magnitude but opposite direction, to stabilize the electron).

Electron–quadrupole interaction energies are the reverse of the hole–quadrupole interaction

energies (permanent quadrupoles that stabilize a hole will destabilize an electron).

Figure 4. Hole–quadrupole-induced interface dipole interaction energy Eh-QID near a) the

pentacene(001)/C60 interface and b) the pentacene(01–1)/C60 interface. Each ‘þ’ represents

the hole–QID interaction energy for the hole on a molecule with the corresponding z-value (see

Figure 2). The vacuum-level shift (VLS) is related to Eh-QID. While the charge–QID interaction

energy varies wildly near the interface, its value stabilizes away from the interface. The vacuum

level shift is the difference between the stabilized values.

3812
leading to differently oriented quadrupole-induced interface
dipoles and a reversed polarity of the vacuum-level shift. A similar
reversal of polarity of the vacuum-level shift upon inverting the
deposition sequence was experimentally observed for the
pentacene/C60 interface.[29] Moreover, the magnitudes of
the observed vacuum-level shifts for interfaces between pentacene
and C60 (0.11 eV and 0.07 eV depending on deposition sequence)
correspond well to those calculated here.
� 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
When collecting all bulk and interfacial
contributions to the energetics of charges in
pentacene/C60, the transport energies for
positive and negative polarons approximately
equal the solid phase ionization energy (IE(s))
and electron affinity (EA(s)) respectively, which
can be written:

IEðsÞ ¼ IEðgÞ þ Eh�id þ Eh�Q þ Eh�QID (1)

� EAðsÞ ¼ �EAðgÞ þ Ee�id þ Ee�Q þ Ee�QID
with Eh-id the hole-induced dipole interaction
energy, Eh-Q the hole–quadrupole interaction
energy, and Eh-QID the hole–quadrupole-
induced interface dipole interaction energy.
IE(g) and EA(g) are the gas-phase ionization
energy and electron affinity respectively. The
electron interaction energies are given by
Ee-id¼þEh-id, Ee-Q¼ –Eh-Q, Ee-QID¼ –Eh-QID.
The ionization energies and electron affinities
are positive quantities by definition, and
interaction energies are defined to have a
negative sign when they stabilize the charge.
This results in the energy diagrams for ‘‘free’’
excess charges as a function of the distance to
the interface, shown in Figure 5. As expected,
the more (electrostatically) ‘‘reactive’’ penta-
cene(01–1)/C60 interface displays more drastic
deviations from the simple level alignment
picture than the ‘‘inert’’ pentacene(001)/C60

interface. In particular, the electrostatic inter-
actions between the positive charge on penta-
cene (negative charge on C60) and the quad-
rupolar field at the interface drive the charges
away from the pentacene(01–1)/C60 interface.
2.3. Discussion

A geminate pair can be viewed as a pair of an
excess electron on C60 bound to an excess hole
on pentacene. Since hole and electron polarize
their environment together, they aremore than
just the sum of two polarons: the geminate pair
should be viewed as a separate entity. The
interaction energy between a geminate pair and
permanent quadrupoles can therefore simply
be calculated as Egp-Q¼Eh-Qþ Ee-Q, while the
interaction energy between a geminate pair
and permanent interface dipoles is given by
Egp-QID¼Eh-QIDþEe-QID. Note however that the hole and the
electron are located at different molecules, so their interaction
energies do not cancel out. The interaction energy between a
geminate pair and thedipoles inducedby this pair, Egp-id, cannot be
viewedasa sumofEh-id andEe-id because thedipoles inducedby the
‘‘hole part’’ of the geminate pair are not independent from the
dipoles induced by the ‘‘electron part’’ of the geminate pair.
Therefore, Egp-id needs to be calculated separately using the same
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2009, 19, 3809–3814
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Figure 5. Computed energy diagrams of a) the pentacene(001)/C60 interface and b) the

pentacene(01–1)/C60 interface.
microelectrostaticmodel. In addition to those interactionenergies,
the hole and electron in a geminate pair are attracted to each other
by theCoulomb interaction energy Ee-h (note that theCoulomb law
is applied without dielectric screening, since this latter effect is
already accounted for by the polarization energy). The geminate
pair energies are tabulated in Table 1 for both interfaces studied.
For comparison, the energies are shown for a hole (electron)
located at a pentacene (C60) molecule far away from the interface.
For the pentacene(001)/C60 interface, a comparison of the total
electrostatic interaction energy between the geminate pair and its
environment (�2.685 eV) with the total electrostatic interaction
energy of the separated electron–hole pair (�2.247 eV) shows that
the geminate pair is more stable. A barrier of 0.438 eV needs to be
overcome before the geminate pair can split into separate charges.
Inotherwords, recombinationof a free electronanda freehole into
a geminate pair is energetically favored in this case. In contrast, at
the pentacene(01–1)/C60 interface, the geminate pair is equally
stable as the separated charges and geminate pair splitting can
easily occur. In the latter case, the bound electron and hole can
approach closer together since the center of the pentacene
molecule is much closer to the C60molecule. This leads to a larger
Coulombic attraction, yet a smaller interaction with induced
dipoles: the closer the bound electron and hole, the more they
appear as a neutral entity, which translates into smaller induced
dipoles in the environment and subsequently lower polarization
energy. Most strikingly, differences in quadrupole interactions
significantly influence the stability of charges near the interface
and in the bulk. We found that the asymmetry in electron density
Table 1. Interaction energies for a geminate pair near the interface, and a distant pair separated by th
and the pentacene(01–1)/C60 interface. Whenever possible, the contributions from the hole and

Geminate pair (hole on interfacial pen

electron on nearest C60)

Pentacene(001)/C60 Coulomb energy �1.114 eV

Induced dipole interaction �1.188 eV

Quadrupole interaction �0.415(h) �0.119(e) eV

QID interaction þ0.132(h)þ 0.019(e) eV

Total �2.685 eV

Pentacene(01–1)/C60 Coulomb energy �1.732 eV

Induced dipole interaction �0.593 eV

Quadrupole interaction þ0.025(h)þ 0.284(e) eV

QID interaction þ0.053(h) �0.128(e) eV

Total �2.091 eV

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2009, 19, 3809–3814 � 2009 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
between pentacene and C60 induces an unex-
pected driving force for polaron pair dissocia-
tion at the reactive pentacene(01–1) surface.
That finding is key to explaining why exciton
dissociation can be so efficient at the interface
between many donor molecules, featuring
strong quadrupole moments, and fullerenes.
3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the
impact of material choice and crystal orienta-
tion on the electronic properties of organic–
organic interfaces. Both size and orientation of
the molecular quadrupoles of the interfacing materials play an
important role in electrostatically influencing interfacedipoles and
vacuum level shift, and excess charge and geminate pair
energetics. The size of the molecular quadrupole moment can
be engineered by material choice: while most planar aromatic
hydrocarbons have a net molecular quadrupole moment, sym-
metric spherical molecules such as C60 show only higher
multipoles. The orientation of the molecular quadrupoles near
the interface can in principle be engineered by influencing growth
thermodynamics, either through growth parameters and/or by
material (crystal) selection. As a rule of thumb, exposing
electrostatically active p-orbitals towards the interface leads to a
more profound impact on the electronic structure, the many
details of which, however, need to be calculated microelectrosta-
tically.
4. Experimental

All calculations were performed using a home-written Matlab toolbox
described previously [13,30].

Heterojunction aggregates were constructed by gluing two rigid
crystalline aggregates together along the appropriate crystal planes. The
distance between the first pentacenemonolayer and the first C60 monolayer
nearest to the interface was optimized using the MM3 molecular
mechanics force field. Translation and rotation of the C60 aggregate relative
to the interface was optimized very crudely. The result of this procedure is a
pentacene/C60 aggregate with a sharp interface along the desired crystal
surfaces and with relevant intermolecular distances, yet without quasi-
epitaxial alignment or interfacial relaxation.
e interface, for both the pentacene(001)/C60 interface
the electron are mentioned separately.

tacene, Hole on pentacene away from interface,

electron on C60 away from interface

0 eV

�1.058(h) �0.791(e) eV

�0.310(h)þ 0.004(e) eV

�0.053(h) �0.039(e) eV

�2.247 eV

0 eV

�1.052(h) �0.792(e) eV

�0.302(h) þ 0.004(e) eV

þ 0.043(h)þ 0.044(e) eV

�2.055 eV

Weinheim 3813
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Microelectrostatic calculations were performed as described previously
[13]. Molecular quadrupole moments and excess charges were distributed
equally over all p-carbon atoms in every molecule. It was verified that
charge–quadrupole interactions were indeed negligible in C60, by assigning
radially oriented atomic quadrupole moments (equal in magnitude to
typical oligoacene ‘‘atomic’’ quadrupole moments) to each of the carbon
atoms in C60. Therefore, the molecular quadrupole moment of C60 was set
to zero. The molecular polarizability tensor of every pentacene molecule
was distributed equally over the centers of the five aromatic rings. It has
been previously shown that this is sufficiently accurate [13]. The molecular
polarizability tensor of every C60 molecule was distributed over the centers
of the 12 five-carbon rings in C60, such that the radial and tangent
contributions remained constant and that the sum of the 12 ‘‘sub-
molecular’’ polarizability tensors gave the known C60 molecular polariz-
ability tensor, i.e., an isotropic polarizability volume of 80 Å3. This value of
the polarizability volume is the result of an excellent agreement between
ab initio calculations at the B3LYP level using a standard basis set
(6-311þG(d,p) (5D, 7F)), an estimate based on the macroscopic dielectric
constant of 4 using the Claussius-Mosotti relation [19], and other estimates
in literature [31].

To check the validity of the present microelectrostatic method for bulk
C60, values for the charge-induced dipole and the charge–quadrupole
interaction energy were obtained for infinitely large C60 aggregates by
proper extrapolation of the results for finite-sized aggregates, as described
previously [13]. All other (interfacial) values were based on calculations
using spherical aggregates that count typically �500 molecules for self-
consistent calculations (those involving induced dipoles) and that count up
�10 000 molecules for calculations that do not need to be performed self-
consistently (those involving only permanent quadrupoles or permanent
dipoles). As a result of the use of finite-size aggregates for the
computations, there is a truncation error in all reported values. Given
various scaling relations, this error is expected to be around 10% for
charge-induced dipole interaction energies, and significantly smaller for
charge–quadrupole interaction energies [13].

QIDs were calculated self-consistently within a spherical aggregate 6 nm
in diameter, centered at the interface, using the fields coming from
quadrupoles within a co-centric spherical aggregate 10 nm in diameter.
Multiple such calculations were used to compute all quadrupole-induced
interface dipoles within a cylinder with diameter 20 nm centered at the
interface and protruding 3 nm at both sides of the interface. For each
monolayer in this 6-nm-high and 20-nm-diameter cylinder, the quadrupole-
induced interfacedipoleswereaveraged.Permonolayer, theaverageddipole
was imposed outside this 20-nm cylinder for radii smaller than 40 nm.
Overall, a representative sheetof interfacedipoleswasconstructed,80 nmin
diameter andprotruding 3 nmto each side of the interface. The center of this
sheet contained a distribution of dipoles, while outside the center an
averaged value was imposed. This sheet of interface dipoles was sufficiently
large tocompute thevacuum-level shift as sensedbycharges thatmoveup to
8 nm outward, starting at the center of this sheet/interface. ‘‘Sufficiently
large’’ in this case means that the charge–QID interaction reached an
approximately constant value away from the interface, as in Figure 4.
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